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Abstract

In this report, we describe representative use cases for the MONROE platform. The use cases

are organized under three main categories: (i) key mobile broadband metrics, (ii) application

performance and (iii) service and protocol innovations. For each category, we have carried out

numerous discussions with academic and industry partners in order to identify examples of these

use case categories. We have further conducted a thorough analysis of the state of the art on MBB

measurement and assessment techniques. These efforts resulted in a set of experiments to be

implemented by the consortium in order to enable each use case. The requirements of these

experiments will serve as an input to the design of the MONROE system, and will ensure that

the platform can cater for the requirements of the use cases, hence, fulfill the expectations of the

stakeholders.
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1 Introduction

Mobile Broadband (MBB) networks are becoming increasingly important in citizens’ everyday life as well

as for business applications. The use of MBB networks has exploded over the last few years due to the im-

mense popularity of mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets, combined with the availability of high-

capacity 3G/4G mobile networks. Emerging applications running on MBB networks are becoming more ad-

vanced and demanding. Given the increasing importance of MBB networks and the enormous expected

growth in mobile traffic, there is a strong need for a better understanding of the fundamental characteristics

of MBB networks and their relationship with the performance parameters of popular applications. To this

end, we observe an increasing attention and interest towards MBB measurements. However, in order to meet

different needs of a diverse set of stakeholders in the MBB ecosystem, it is essential to harmonize the met-

rics to characterize MBB networks, the measurement techniques to obtain these metrics and the approaches

used for reporting these metrics.

MONROE’s vision is to provide a flexible, open and industry-grade measurement platform for all its stake-

holders to meet their diverse interests and needs. To this end, MONROE will design and run experiments in

order to identify key performance and reliability metrics of MBB networks. The data collected by the plat-

form will be made open. Moreover, a selected subset of the designed experiments will be provided as Exper-

iments as a Service (EaaS) to interested parties, as agreed by the consortium. Furthermore, MONROE will

be open to external users allowing them to deploy their custom experiments on the platform. With this, our

ambition is to pave the way for assessing and improving the user experience for services that are running on

the current mobile broadband infrastructure, while also providing feedback to upcoming 5G technologies.

MONROE platform aims to fulfill the expectations of different stakeholders. For MBB operators, it is cru-

cial to track the performance of their networks from the end users’ perspective. Results from MONROE will

help operators with more accurate frequency planning, more cost-efficient investments, and better network

utilization. Transport/logistic companies and emergency services depend heavily on the quality of mobile

networks in their operations, and can benefit directly from measurements that investigates the reliability

of these networks and methods that focus on improving it. Researchers and innovators needs an experi-

mental platform in order to evaluate the performance of novel protocols and services in a real operational

setting. In order to guide regulations and spur competition, regulators and society at large require large-

scale independent measurements for assessing the stability and performance of MBB networks. Consumers

need objective information on the cost, performance and reliability balance of different operators in order

to make informed choices on which network provider to choose. In this document, we target to translate

these expectations into representative use cases for MONROE and the experiments that enable these use

cases. Throughout the testbed design phase, we review and analyze a wide range of these use cases in or-

der to ensure the flexibility that is necessary for supporting different experiments that the end-users may

introduce.

We identify three main categories of uses cases: (i) key mobile broadband metrics, (ii) application per-

formance and (iii) protocol and service innovations. These three categories include several examples of use

cases that are selected based on a thorough review of the state-of-the-art and a close interaction with aca-

demic and industry partners. We further identify a set of experiments in order to enable these use cases.

The experiments described in this document will be carried out by the consortium and the corresponding

open data and selected experiments (i.e. provided as EaaS) will be made public. In other words, different

external users can deploy readily available experiments on the MONROE platform, in order to collect their

own dataset, in addition to accessing to MONROE’s open dataset.

The purpose of the first use-case category is to provide a rich dataset of key performance metrics which
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analyzes the MBB providers in terms of reliability and performance. The set of key performance metrics,

together with the metadata will be molded into a network tomography tool that can enable further analysis

which may be of interest to stakeholders. The second use case category focuses on the application perfor-

mance and considers popular applications such as web and video services. The final use case category is

dedicated to improving the MBB networks through novel protocols and services. The use cases here in-

volve assessment of the paths, assessment of the protocols as well as leveraging multihoming capabilities of

MONROE.

In order to properly provision the capabilities of the MONROE platform, we also consider several com-

plementary and service specific use cases. These use cases are of interest to different stakeholders and they

will be accommodated by the MONROE platform. However, the corresponding experiments will not be car-

ried out by the MONROE consortium. The examples of these use cases are described in Appendix A. In

Appendix B we list the acronyms we use in this document.

2 State of the Art

During the past years, we have seen increased interest in the networking community from different parties

(e.g., researchers, operators, regulators, policy makers) in measuring the performance of mobile broadband

networks. In this section, we aim to provide a condensed comprehensive review of some of the most relevant

approaches that strive to shed light on the mobile broadband ecosystem. The use cases we identify in this

document are in part the results of surveying the existing mobile broadband offerings.

In order to cater the need for open large-scale MBB measurements and to address the scarcity of available

measurement platforms, several crowdsourcing approaches emerged over the past years, either from the

research environment, e.g., Netalyzr [12], NetPiculet [26], or commercial-oriented, e.g., OpenSignal [18],

RootMetrics [19] or MobiPerf [1]. These approaches leverage the wide adoption of mobile devices in the

world and depend on the willingness of end-users to run the proposed tests. We note that the common vision

of these tools is to identify and monitor a set of significant metrics which can accurately describe mobile

broadband performance to the interested parties. For example, commercial-oriented OpenSignal proposes a

holistic approach for building MBB coverage maps by retrieving the connectivity-related metadata from user

devices. They introduce the notion of "time coverage" which provides statistics for the time a device has been

using a certain radio access technology in order to provide the end-user the possibility to make informed

decisions in terms of the preferred MBB provider in a certain area. Similarly, RootMetrics defines a set of key

performance metrics which allows for network benchmarking, with the intent of rating different providers

available in a certain geographical area. Additionally, tools such as NetPiculet or Netalyzr aim to shed light

on the infrastructure of broadband providers with the purpose of informing protocol and application design.

There are several research projects [12–16] that use custom-designed apps to crowdsource and measure

the performance of MBB providers and popular Internet applications, with a main focus on web brows-

ing [27] and video streaming [25]. For example, MobiPerf [1] enables mobile network performance analy-

sis [16]. The app builds on top of the Mobilyzer open library [17] and tracks a series of network performance

metrics, such as HTTP benchmark downloading latency and bandwidth, traceroute with latency to different

hops, ping latency, DNS lookup latency, TCP uplink and downlink throughput or RRC states metrics. Other

similar relevant measurement efforts from the research community include [22–24].

With the increasing popularity of web and video-related services over MBB networks [9], there is a magni-

tude of research studies that focus on understanding the correlation between the network quality of service

(QoS) metrics and the quality of experience (QoE) of the end-users [3, 7, 9]. In particular, this is appealing
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to operators, who continuously strive to provide the best service to their subscribers in order to increase

their customer base. At the same time, the end-users themselves are looking for relevant metrics that can

objectively assess the performance of popular applications over different MBB providers.

Even more, alongside the attention coming from end-users, businesses or operators, there is rising inter-

est from regulators for defining and monitoring a representative and unitary set of metrics that accurately

captures the performance of today’s broadband services in practice. In this sense, several of them (e.g., FCC,

Ofcom and Anatel) have translated these efforts into national projects in collaboration with commercial

partners such as SamKnows [20], which specializes in home and mobile broadband performance evaluation.

However, in order to allow for an open an unitary approach as well as the comparability of measurements, a

common open framework is needed. This has been hard to achieve due to the proprietary nature of the mea-

surement efforts, as is the case of [18–20], making it difficult for regulators to view measurement results from

a harmonized and macroscopic scale. In this sense, several open measurement methodologies [2, 21] have

been proposed with the goal of supporting the creation of inter-operable large-scale testbeds and advance

a common approach on network performance characterization. The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)

Large-Scale Measurement of Broadband Performance (LMAP) is currently working towards standardizing an

overall framework for large-scale measurement platforms.

The MONROE platform complements the existing experimental platforms by providing unique features

in the field of network-controlled mobile measurements. Three key aspects of MONROE that makes the

platform unique are: repeatability and controllability of measurements for precise and scientifically veri-

fiable results (even for the mobile scenarios), support for demanding applications such as web and video

services and support for protocol and service innovation. These aspects sets up MONROE in an excellent

position to advance the state-of-the-art measurement tools and platforms. Based on the literature survey we

perform and considering the unique features of MONROE, we shape the main categories of use cases that

we present in this document. We divide the use-cases into three main categories, focusing on: identifying

and monitoring key MBB performance parameters, assessing the application performance and facilitating

protocol and service innovation.

3 Use Cases

In this section, we expand on the set of representative MBB use-cases that are supported by the MONROE

platform and the experiments that will be implemented by the consortium in order to enable these use-

cases. Based on our analysis of the current MBB ecosystem, we identify three main categories for the use-

cases, as follows:

3.1 Key Mobile Broadband Metrics

The core functionality of the MONROE platform is to provide experimenters a rich dataset of key mobile

broadband metrics, from which different stakeholders can further extract the information of interest regard-

ing the performance and reliability of MBB networks.

To measure the network in a reliable and fair way, it is crucial to identify the metrics that accurately cap-

ture the performance and the conditions under which we evaluate these metrics. Different stakeholders

have different requirements on the metrics supported by the MONROE platform. For example, on the one

hand, regulators need connectivity, coverage and speed information collected from a third-party, indepen-

dent platform to monitor whether operators meet their advertised services, and as a baseline for designing
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regulatory policies. On the other hand, operators are interested in time series reporting of operational con-

nectivity data to identify instability and anomalies. Furthermore, application developers need to cross-check

QoS parameters against the behavior of the underlying network to design robust services and protocols.

From the above considerations, it is clear that the collection of data cannot be limited to transmission and

packet-level statistics, but there is an obvious need for rich metadata to be associated with the performance

and reliability measurements.

Next, we describe the set of experiments whose results are essential to characterize and monitor perfor-

mance and reliability of MBB networks.

Key performance parameters: The metrics to be monitored include network-level QoS parameters such as

UDP latency (Round trip time (RTT)) and packet loss, ICMP latency and packet loss, jitter (delay variation),

UDP latency and packet loss under load, UDP loss runs (disconnections) and connection availability statis-

tics. These provide a common and consistent view on the MBB network performance and further enable

network benchmarking.

Network Metadata: The network metadata enables MONROE to capture the network context under which

we measure the key performance metrics. The parameters we report in this category include but not limited

to provider name, radio access technology (RAT) type, RAT-specific parameters (e.g., RSRP, RSRQ, RSSI) and

network connectivity status. Network metadata is crucial not only for coverage information but also during

the analysis of the measurements in order to understand the underlying factors that affect the performance.

Traffic analysis with Tstat: Traffic statistics, obtained through data correlation between incoming and out-

going traffic, can give reliable estimates of the network performance also from the user perspective. There-

fore, traffic analysis tools that monitor network traffic and report live traffic statistics are necessary. Relying

on the POLITO traffic analysis tool, tstat [6], the measured data is ready to be post-processed at the flow-

level and visualized as either time plots or aggregated plots over different time scales. Tstat computes over

100 different performance statistics at both the IP and TCP layers, allowing a good insight into overall net-

work performance.

3.2 Application Performance Measurement

With the development of performance measurement techniques, more users become interested in user-

centric and application-oriented measurements that complement present network-centric measurement.

The application-level performance measurements provided by MONROE provide a potential opportunity to

explore user experience. Nowadays all players in MBB, especially the operators, care about quality of experi-

ence (QoE) and shift the focus to users. However, QoE is a complex concept integrating user perception and

expectations, network and application QoS, and context data. It is both time- and resource-consuming to

measure QoE subjectively. A more realistic and preferred approach for operators is to measure objective QoS

and map the measurement to perceived QoE. MONROE could generate a sufficiently large amount of mea-

surement data in a wide area to establish, test and verify a QoS-QoE mapping model for different services.

This way, operators can gain better understanding of how their customers perceive the services delivered by

their network. From the end users and service providers perspective, they could acquire more knowledge of

the performance over different MBBs and then choose the network that delivers the best quality for services

that are of interest to them. Furthermore, application developers (e.g. Youtube, Netflix and Spotify) heavily

rely on the underlying network characteristics while optimizing their services for the best user’s experience.
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Considering that user perception varies from service to service, MONROE builds on top of the key MBB

measurements while measuring application performance (i.e., for each application, additional performance

metrics are defined). Based on the mobile data traffic trends and analysis of the user demand and system

requirements, the following services are selected to be implemented by the MONROE consortium:

Video services: According to Cisco and Ericsson [4, 5], mobile video traffic is the major growth factor, ac-

counting for more than 70% of the overall mobile traffic by 2019. Delivering video traffic not only consumes

more resource but also needs to meet higher quality requirements. It is critical to understand how well MBB

transmits video services to end users. Two examples of video services are considered in MONROE: video

streaming and video surveillance.

Video streaming is a dominant data service in both current and emerging mobile markets and is antic-

ipated to be the dominant service also in the coming years. However, even today’s 4G networks can not

always guarantee smooth delivery of video streaming. Therefore, it is important for operators to know when

network performance would be intolerable for users and make users churn. From the end user perspective,

video is the dominant service for most of the users and they demand high quality video streaming especially

when they are mobile. The content providers of video streaming services, such as Youtube and Netflix, use

HTTP-DASH widely. Therefore, MONROE focuses on the performance of HTTP-DASH over MBB networks,

covering static and mobile scenarios.

Video surveillance systems integrated in mobile vehicles such as busses or trams produce a large amount

of video that cannot be delivered to the Security Center in real time. A practical solution is to store videos in

the mobile vehicle and then upload videos to the central security system when the vehicle enters a depot with

cheap and high speed wireless connectivity. However, this forces the Security Operator to wait for several

hours to access the video in case they need it. In the context of the MONROE platform, we can experiment a

novel solution which would provide the Security Operator with on-demand access to the video feed, by using

a console which allows her to select the time interval of the video she would like to see, so that a on-demand

video upload can be triggered and executed. The MONROE system will be used to evaluate the efficiency

of the video surveillance system to upload video over MBB, with consideration of the video size, the upload

rate, the cost of each interface and the deadlines specified by the Security Operator.

Web traffic: Web services are prevalent over Internet and are a big contributor to current MBB traffic, par-

ticularly in the emerging HTTP/2 standard. Therefore, it is utmost important to assess the performance of

web services over MBB networks considering both HTTP/1.1 and HTTP/2, especially for web service devel-

opers. The application-level performance metrics to be measured may be transaction time for web browsing

(from the time the first connection is initiated and until the complete website is done) and latency under load

for file transfer and web browsing [10].

Background traffic: On mobile devices, background traffic (e.g., system update or peer to peer traffic) fre-

quently occurs and may affect the perceived performance of other applications. It is interesting for service

providers and mobile app developers to obtain the measurements on how the foreground traffic is corre-

lated with the background traffic and how their performance is interrelated. This is especially interesting

for delay sensitive applications since MBB networks are known to have large buffers, a phenomenon called

bufferbloat [11], that can impair the user experience for these applications especially when there is back-

ground traffic.
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3.3 Innovative protocols and services

MONROE not only provides measurement for existing protocols and services, but also allows for the flexibil-

ity of testing and assessing innovative protocols and services. MONROE deploys nodes in multiple countries,

provides multihoming capabilities and supports stationary and mobile scenarios. The multi-homing aspect

of MONROE enables researchers and business (e.g. Wifi service provide on trains and mobile video broad-

caster) to experiment with protocols and algorithms that exploit multiple connections opportunistically, e.g.,

in parallel or by picking the one with the best available service to increase robustness and performance, or

to achieve the best cost-performance ratio. Operators can benefit from the traffic offloading support be-

tween MBB and Wifi service in order to ease congestion and reduce the traffic load. A measurement testbed

is necessary for them to assess the applicability, performance, and efficiency of different traffic offloading

mechanisms in a practical environment. End users offload data mainly for cost control and/or use of bet-

ter networks and algorithms that improves the end users experience is very much needed. End users are

also subject to many issues introduced by different types of middleboxes (e.g. address and port transla-

tors (NATs), security devices and performance-enhancing TCP proxies) that impact the user’s experience.

Therefore, it is essential to have a platform to observe and characterize middlebox operation in real-world

deployments in MBB networks.

Path support with active measurements: Modern networks often rely on dedicated hardware components

generically dubbed middleboxes to perform advanced processing functions like, for example, enhancing ap-

plication performance (e.g., traffic accelerators, caches, proxies), traffic shaping (e.g., load balancers), opti-

mizing the usage of IPv4 address space (e.g., NATs) or security (e.g., firewalls). One major issue arising from

this approach is that middleboxes might, in some cases, filter traffic that does not conform to expected be-

haviors, thus ossifying the Internet and rendering it as a hostile environment for innovation. It thus demon-

strably becomes problematic to extend core Internet protocols, limiting the opportunities for optimization.

Consequently, it is of paramount importance to understand the interaction between the Internet path and

protocol optimization solutions. For example, the IP and TCP functionality (e.g., MPTCP, ECN, TCP Fast

Open) of different paths can be tested through active measurements running on the MONROE platform.

The system allows experimenters to measure wide diversity of paths and can help determine whether a pro-

posed solution has the required support or functionality from the MBB ecosystem.

Protocol performance: Various transport protocols and transport protocol parameters can be tested in

MONROE to evaluate their performance over MBB and WiFi. Especially TCP performance is of great interest

since it is the predominant transport layer protocol used by applications on mobile networks. However, TCP

was not designed for MBB networks and a recent study showed that many TCP connections significantly

under-utilize the available bandwidth in LTE networks [9]. TCP has many different parameters including

but not limited to congestion control mechanisms, receiver buffer settings, slow start and loss recovery that

can individually or collectively impact the performance of different applications. Another important aspect

to be considered is how TCP handles the handover among different MBB technologies as well as among

different access technologies.

Multipath transport: Multi-path transport has shown to provide benefits, from bandwidth aggregation to

increased robustness by taking advantage of the diversity of the underlying paths. In order to provide a good

quality of service over multiple paths, mechanisms such as path management, packet scheduling and con-

gestion control are essential. Considering the dynamic characteristics of MBB networks especially under
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mobility, and Wifi networks that has very different characteristics than MBB networks, multipath transport

over MBB and Wifi networks becomes an especially challenging problem. A smartphone is a common ex-

ample for such a scenario, since it usually provides two different network interfaces: Wifi and MBB. In such

challenging scenarios, we need novel designs for robust and adaptive mechanisms that needs to be tested

and verified in real networks. MONROE facilitates such validation processes.

Traffic offloading between MBB and WiFi: Due to the surge of mobile data traffic, traffic offloading is be-

coming a new industry segment, used by both end users and operators. End users offload data mainly for

cost control and/or use of better networks. The operators offload traffic from cellular networks to WiFi in

order to ease congestion and reduce the traffic load. A measurement testbed is necessary for them to assess

the applicability, performance, and efficiency of different traffic offloading in a practical environment. The

MONROE platform, particularly the mobile MONROE nodes, will produce data that could benefit operators

with more efficient network planning and benefit end users with enhanced user experience.

4 Hardware and Software Requirements

The MONROE platform will be assessed and validated such that platform’s software and hardware do not

become a bottleneck that can disrupt or distract the performance of the network interfaces and the running

measurements. The design of hardware and software is thus driven by the requirements of the use cases we

identify in this document. Though the vision of MONROE is to provide a flexible platform with measurement

nodes that can accommodate a myriad experiments, we identify an inter-dependability between the spec-

ifications of the use case requirements and the capabilities of the platform. In other words, the use-cases

may need to be molded in order to suit some features, capability, and limitations of available hardware and

software.

In terms of hardware requirements, the use cases demand a measurement node that is capable of han-

dling even the most demanding applications, such as video streaming and web services. Therefore, we need

a powerful node that can provide the necessary processing power for such demanding applications. Further-

more, the node should be equipped with multiple interfaces (e.g. MBB, WiFi and LAN interfaces) in order

to evaluate different access technologies. When benchmarking MBB networks, we need to keep in mind

that different areas have different coverage profiles in terms of technology. Therefore, the selected modems

should support the current LTE technology along with the previous 3G and 2G technology. Some of the envi-

sioned experiments require testing in mobility scenarios, which further means that the nodes should include

a GPS module in order to track the location of the nodes. We design the MONROE node to meet the above-

mentioned requirements. Furthermore, to accommodate the needs of eventual external users, additional

hardware components can be supported. For example, for measuring the energy efficiency of the protocols

and services we can add energy probes to monitor the power supply unit.

In terms of software requirements, multiple experiments running on the node simultaneously need proper

resource allocation and arbitration. Furthermore, the innovative services and protocols might require priv-

ileged access and kernel modifications (e.g., test of path support and test of transport protocols). This re-

quires a flexible and reliable software design, that can handle multiple experiments at the same time where

each experiment can run in a different environment. Furthermore, different experiments might need to ac-

cess metadata or GPS information and use it as input while running. Therefore, all the metadata should be

provided to all experiments in a timely and secure manner.

In terms of the back-end system, MONROE consortium decided to visualize selected key MBB metrics in a
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user friendly website. The visualization tool will be near real-time. This imposes some additional challenges

to the back-end system design, such as tight synchronization of the measurement data and metadata from

the same node to the back-end database as well as the visualization system. Furthermore, node mobility will

be supported and the varying locations of the mobile measurement nodes will be visualized on the map.

5 Conclusions

MONROE aims to provide a flexible, open and industry-grade measurement platform in order to meet the

diverse expectations of all its stakeholders. The unique features of MONROE enables realistic and accurate

monitoring of MBB performance and reliability as well as methods to improve them. In this document,

through a comprehensive literature survey and numerous interactions with the stakeholders, we identify

three main category of use cases to meet the demands of potential MONROE users: i) understand the basic

performance of MBB; ii) comprehend how different applications and services are delivered by the MBB net-

work to end users; iii) test and verify innovative protocols over MBB. For each use case category, we define

representative use cases that are of interest to different stakeholders. We then establish a set of experiments

to enable these use cases. These experiments will be implemented by the consortium and the correspond-

ing open data along with EaaS for a subset of these experiments will be made open. MONROE’s external

users can define their own experiments on top of the MONROE platform and decide how they will utilize the

MONROE platform. Several examples of such potential complimentary and service specific use cases are

given in Appendix to demonstrate how MONROE could be leveraged at large.
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A Potential Complimentary and Service Specific Use Case

We list next other potential use cases for the MONROE platform, which exemplify interesting questions

which the consortium or other external users can answer using MONROE.

• Differentiated Services. Anticipating the future MBB and Internet where best-effort traffic will flow

side-by-side with specialized services, the MONROE measurements and reporting approaches will be-

come even more important. The challenge is to extract comparative measurements results and re-

ports regarding network QoS for these two main categories of traffic flows. The regulator will monitor

the general quality level of best-effort traffic to ensure a reasonable quality level is ensured, and the

MONROE techniques and reporting approach must balance the needs and the views of the different

stakeholders.

• Device-to-Device Communications. D2D is a representative application of IoT. Measuring D2D-related

service performance is interesting for future service study. Its measurement may cover D2D pair dis-

covery and connection, and exchange of social and context-aware data, tested on mobile and (option-

ally) static nodes. The D2D use case can be also applied to test new technologies like WiFi Direct con-

nectivity, context-aware social networking, data connectivity in social networks, WiFi-aware discovery

functionality, and Floating Content services.

• Route analytics with network topology inference and analysis. The generated network-level inter-

connection graph from different data sets will show how networks are interconnected and how traffic

flows in the Internet. It is relevant to understand circuitous paths in the Internet that cause longer

delays than expected. It also provides vital information for the net-neutrality debate. The measured

metrics include path dynamics such as traceroute/mtr, Internet routing data, and prefix geolocation.

• Channel quality modeling. Channel models could characterize time correlation, spatial correlation

(for nearby devices on the same node or neighboring nodes) and WiFi transmission opportunities by

passively observing channel dynamics. This experiment-driven modeling may lead to more spectral-

efficient design of user applications by exploring spatial and temporal correlations.

• From big data to big questions. The MONROE platform will collect a huge amount of measurement

data, which can be used to discover interesting research questions. The first type of questions is re-

lated to identification of unknown problems on the network, protocols, or applications. Mathematical

approaches can be proposed to classify the network elements (hardware and software) based on their

importance and nescience to the identified problem. Then a quantification study can be conducted to

investigate whether it is worthy to resolve the problem. Similarly, a mathematical analysis can be done

towards the used tools. Then combining the tools and problems could lead to another new research

questions.

The second type of questions is to explore and expand available measurements. Example questions

are: what should be measured? How well the model is understood? How to apply new methods of

machine learning to find new models? Note that the intention is to find the right "‘questions"’ rather

than the new/right models.

• Video conferencing services. Voice and video calls over Internet (VVoIP) are becoming an important

tool to connect people, both professionally and socially. The real-time requirement and interactive

communication mode make it more challenging to study the QoE of VVoIP than video streaming. WEB-

RTC is one of the enabling technologies to test VVoIP over MBB networks. Considering that WebRTC
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API provides a set of statistics from the application perspective (by browsers), the synthesis tool can

combine WebRTC API statistics with network QoS measurement to expand the QoE understanding

further into the end-to-end aspect.

• Online gaming, which has continuously grown recently, especially with fast growing mobile penetra-

tions. Compared to other services, online gaming is more delay-sensitve and has stricter QoS/QoE

requirements. To evaluate the impact of delay on user experience, Real Time Strategy and Card games

(available on Facebook) are considered as examples.

• Energy profile of MBB technologies and energy aware transport. In the context of the ongoing de-

ployment of 4G/LTE networks, there is increasing interest to better understand its performance and

power characteristics, compared with 3G/WiFi networks under realistic models. Besides higher bit rate,

lower latency and many other improvements offered by LTE, user equipment (UE) power saving is an

important issue, which can be characterized and further optimized. The configuration of LTE-specific

parameters implies a tradeoff between UE power saving, channel scheduling delay, and signaling over-

head. Understanding this tradeoff is of further importance from the point of view of improving the

current 3G/4G technologies as well as informing the design of the upcoming 5G technologies.
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B List of Acronyms

MONROE Measuring Mobile Broadband in Europe

MBB Mobile Broadband

EaaS Experiments as a Service

IETF Internet Engineering Task Force

LMAP Large-Scale Measurement of Broadband Performance

HTTP Hypertext Transfer Protocol

DNS Domain Name System

QoS Quality of Service

QoE Quality of Experience

UDP User Datagram Protocol

TCP Transmission Control Protocol

RTT Round Trip Time

ICMP Internet Control Message Protocol

IP Internet Protocol

LAN Local Area Network

RAT Radio Access Technology

RRC Radio Resource Control

RSRP Reference Signal Receive Power

RSRQ Reference Signal Receive Quality

RSSI Received Signal Strength Indicator

GPS Global Positioning System

DASH Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP

NAT Network Address Translation

MPTCP Multi-Path Transmission Control Protocol

ECN Explicit Congestion Notification

5G Fifth Generation Mobile Networks

LTE (4G-LTE) Long Term Evolution

3G Third Generation of Mobile Telecommunications Technology

2G Second Generation Wireless Telephone Technology
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Disclaimer

The views expressed in this document are solely those of the author(s). The European Commis-

sion is not responsible for any use that may be made of the information it contains.

All information in this document is provided “as is”, and no guarantee or warranty is given that

the information is fit for any particular purpose. The user thereof uses the information at its sole

risk and liability.
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